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Employee theft - sometimes euphemistically called shrinkage - is a major problem for warehouse and distribution center operating companies. Several media outreach agencies have reported on Bloomberg and criticized Amazon for this approach. Click here to send us your comments Click here to see the reader's
feedback It is difficult to estimate how big the problem is, since unlike theft of goods, often involves a relatively low dollar value incident relatively low relatively easy to track , distribution center theft involving thousands of crimes of small value will only show up as part of inventory differences identified later in a number of
cycles or physical inventory processes. However, some experts say that the value at a certain facility each year can easily add up to tens of thousands of dollars or even more in some cases. Companies take a number of measures to address these risks. These include locking some high-value items in caged areas with
very limited employee access, und shaped protection, increasing surveillance video, and often posters in lunch rooms or other areas alerting employees to potential affiliates for someone caught stealing. Now Amazon.com has taken the final general approach to a new level. Bloomberg recently reported that Amazon has
put up flat-screen TVs at strategic points in many of its implementation centers that convey video news about the company or warehouse incentive programs, but that anti-theft videos have caused something of a stir. The videos contained short stories of Amazon employees being arrested for shoplifting, Amazon
employees interviewed by Bloomberg said. The alleged offenders were not identified by name. Each is represented by a black type stamped with the word terminated and accompanied by details such as when they stole, what they stole, how much it was worth, and how they were caught – changing the address of a
packet away, for example, or stuffing goods in their socks. Some balloons are marked 'caught,' Bloomberg reported. Amazon did not comment on the Bloomberg piece after being contacted by a variety of media sources. It just tells people that you're being watched, a former Amazon employee says. It's not that Amazon
wasn't strict about preventing theft already. It is known for finding employees on their way out the door and making them go through metal detectors. (Article Coninues Below) SPONSORSHIP CATEGORY: SOFTEON In fact, a group of employees of a private security company used by Amazon (Integrated Security
Systems) has filed a lawsuit against the online giant, saying that security employees are required to wait at least 10 to 15 minutes a day, and usually more than half an hour , at the beginning and end of each shift without compensation anything to undergo a search for contraband and/or pilferage inventory. Employees
who want compensation take their personnel time. The case was moved to the Supreme Court, ruling in Amazon's favor. Several media outreach agencies have reported on Bloomberg and criticized Amazon for this approach. The tech site Gizmodo, for example, runs its piece under the title New Horror Story Proves
Working for Amazon Is More Soul-Crushing Than We Thought. The investment site Bidnessetc.com title is Amazon Goes Orwellian in a bid to prevent warehouse theft. The BBC in the UK quoted Matthew Gwyther, editor of Management Today magazine, as saying what kind of organisation had come to think this was a
satisfactory or commendable way of behaving? Our take: Although employee theft in distribution is a major problem, this approach seems beyond a reasonable level of employee communication. When the robots finally take over Amazon DC, the problem solves itself. What do you think of Amazon's video approach to
preventing DC theft? How big is a problem is theft in stock? Let us know what you think in the Feedback section below. Your Opinion/ Manager provides feedback, Biotechnology posted above: March, 22 2016 When I worked for a retailer at my first job out of high school, the store manager took me to his office. He had a
thief there and called the police. This is his way of showing what would happen if someone was caught stealing. I think Amazon has the right to communicate exactly what happens if someone is caught stealing. Good employees will be outraged by showing they are thinking about stealing from Amazon. #32 Garrett Ace
200 Metal Detector Amazon had to walk a tough tightening cord as coronavirus spread globally. On the one side, an epidemic has been great for business. Demand is skyrocketing as people choose to stay home and order food and other supplies. On the other hand, an epidemic can affect its warehouse workers,
thousands of them often working shoulder to shoulder to pack people's orders quickly. Amazon must keep those workers safe, even if it encourages them to work harder. The company has seen an increase in cases at its facilities. It closed a delivery station in Queens, New York, after confirming a case of coronavirus, the
first at a U.S. facility. It has reported at least five cases in three warehouses (known as implementation centers, or FCs) across Italy and Spain but has so far refused to close any of them. Business Insider spoke to four U.S. Amazon employees to see how life had changed. Amazon has had to loosen security and
encourage distance - but doesn't always work Away from society which means Amazon has had to loosen some of its security procedures They no longer use metal detectors in front to screen people out of FC for theft, but they also create a policy of no jackets/heavy jackets or unclear bags, a warehouse in Michigan told
Business Insider.They added that strict rules on not having food at work stations were relaxed, though workers were still not allowed to eat at their stations. Another major change is that workers are now allowed to bring their phones to the floor of the warehouse - which is already strictly prohibited - in case they need to
contact their family or childcare provider in an emergency. This is not always useful however, as one employee said they did not receive any signals at their workstation. Signs went up in some warehouses telling staff still 3 feet from each other all the time. Amazon has begun incredible respite and changing times to ease
the crowding - but even so, it seems the 3-foot rule is proving difficult to enforce. We work in stations where we are within 2 feet of each other most of the time, a person who works in a center returns to Amazon said. And walking to and from the break, you're shoulder to shoulder. A warehouse employee also said the
company had spread them out, but had also installed motion sensors that allowed fans. We were spread out at the station but they installed fans that were motion sensors and long lines of 30 or so everyone in a long queue. Make sure the fan is blowing anything germs down the entire line, they said. Amazon has also
removed some seats from cans and rooms to continue space for workers. They separated each table in the room and left only about two chairs at each table, which is causing some people to go to other rooms or even stand, the return center staff said. Amazon says workers can take unlimited time off, but it also
encourages people to keep working When the coronavirus service arrives in the U.S., Amazon has made an extraordinary concession: It tells workers that they can take unlimited leave of unsymed time. Typically, workers have an amount of set-up unsymed time off, and if they use it up and go into what's known as
negative UPT, that's grounds for immediate layoffs. The thinking behind the unlimited UPT is that it will encourage workers to suspect they may have COVID-19, the disease caused by coronavirus, at home. At the same time, Amazon's freight demand has skyrocketed, causing a huge strain on employees still in
warehouses. Amazon temporarily increased its hourly wage to $2 to encourage workers and was hiring heavily, with the U.S. alone seeking an additional 100,000 workers. Inside amazon's New Jersey warehouse. Sarah Jacobs Two U.S. workers said that until Amazon introduced a $2 salary, workers took advantage of
unlimited unlimited paid leave. Typically, UPT can only be done for an increased hour, as if an employee is a few minutes late, it's an hour of UPT disappearing. Collaborators are leaving early and arriving late, so raising $2 is to encourage people who are not sick to actually come work and ensure we can meet the needs
of our customers, an employee said. Workers said their average number of warehouses was only 53% of the usual number per day. It is causing a crazy strain on workers who show up, change after work, create more compulsory overtime days to keep up with demand, they say. Recruitment, at the moment, is the only
way to keep yourself from overworking your partner. A warehouse worker in Kansas City says that while wages are rising as well, they still think the level of risk is crazyly high. Another worker in Nashville said that for many workers, time off without pay was not a financial option. If we are sick, we have two options: stay
home without paying, or get sick, they say. I see quite a few colleagues who look like hell and cough. I'm afraid to go back to work tonight, but what other choice do I have? Not. I had never felt less cared for by an employer until now, they added. Some warehouses are cleaner than othersAmazon, like many workplaces,
has said it is increasing sanitation in its warehouses, receiving more cleaning cases and hand-spraying, wipes and antibacterial sprays for employees. In some warehouses, it is noticeable. We have a lot of disinfectant wipes - one container at each station, the return center staff said. I've seen someone walk around
disinfecting water coolers and other commonly used items. It seems that housekeeping is also cleaning the toilet more often. The Michigan worker added: Each desktop, each surface is disinfected at a rate nearly three times that of before the epidemic. There are hand fumigation stations in many places throughout the
FC. An Amazon employee placed the items in a tote in its Staten Island warehouse. Ben Gilbert / Business Insider In other warehouses, however, the supply of sanitary esteries seems less abundant. Nashville workers say a few extra bottles of hand disinfectant in the break room are about its level. Earlier this week, a
worker inside a warehouse in Italy where two employees were diagnosed with the virus told Business Insider that spray bottles and hand gel often run out. One worker also said that some spray bottles in the room had disappeared. They had small ink bottles on the table in the break room but they were stolen by their
partner so I'm not sure if they were removed for that reason, or if we ran out there, they said. Some workers say that low morale While the work inside the warehouses has become more tiring, Amazon has driven home to its workers that society is relying on the company to keep going and maintain the customer
obsession mani mani man mani manic. Without us, there would be more shopping, and harder to help distant societies, one worker said. If Amazon closes, society will be in a of collapse. But, workers said, morale inside their sheds was low. Almost every day there is a new report of someone in the building testing
positive, none confirming though, they said. Amazon said the new proactive measures will include away from society, enhanced cleaning and deep cleaning as needed. The company said it would pay workers diagnosed with COVID-19 or quarantined for two weeks. A spokesman said on Thursday: Since the early days
of this situation, we have been working closely with local authorities to proactively respond, ensuring we continue to serve our customers while looking after our collaborators and we are following all instructions from local officials on the operation of our buildings. We have taken proactive measures to protect our
employees including enhancing hygiene at all facilities, maintaining social distances and adding distance between drivers and customers on delivery. The company did not immediately respond to Business Insider's request for further comment. Amazon announced earlier this week that it would suspend all unnecessary
shipment of items to its warehouses to ensure that it can resume household deliveries. Do you work for Amazon? Got a tip? Email this reporter ihamilton@businessinsider.com or iahamilton@protonmail.com. iahamilton@protonmail.com.
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